Multifunctional nanoparticles for upconversion luminescence/MR multimodal imaging and magnetically targeted photothermal therapy.
Theranostics, the combination of diagnostics and therapies, has become a new concept in the battles with various major diseases such as cancer. Herein, we develop multifunctional nanoparticles (MFNPs) with highly integrated functionalities including upconversion luminescence, superparamagnetism, and strong optical absorption in the near-infrared (NIR) region with high photostability. In vivo dual modal optical/magnetic resonance imaging of mice uncovers that by placing a magnet nearby the tumor, MFNPs tend to migrate toward the tumor after intravenous injection and show high tumor accumulation, which is ~8 folds higher than that without magnetic targeting. NIR laser irradiation is then applied to the tumors grown on MFNP-injected mice under magnetic tumor-targeting, obtaining an outstanding photothermal therapeutic efficacy with 100% of tumor elimination in a murine breast cancer model. We present here a strategy for multimodal imaging-guided, magnetically targeted physical cancer therapy and highlight the promise of using multifunctional nanostructures for cancer theranostics.